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Finite Subdivision Rules for Matings of Quadratic Thurston maps with few postcritical
points

Jeremiah Zonio
Abstract
A finite subdivision rule is set of instructions for repeatedly subdividing a partitioning of
a given space. This turns out to be incredibly useful when attempting to describe a process
known as polynomial mating. Polynomial mating is a way of gluing together two spaces
which two polynomials may act upon such that the glued borders of each space respects the
dynamics described by each polynomial. For matings of Misiurewicz polynomials, the spaces
we are gluing together are 1-dimensional and are thus all border. This poses a conceptual
difficulty which this paper attempts to resolve by using finite subdivison rules to generate
iterative approximations of matings between Misiurewicz polynomials with relatively simple
dynamic properties.
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1

Introduction and Background

Beginning in the early 20th century, the mathematical community discovered fascinating structures
in a field known as complex dynamics. In complex dynamics, a mathematician studies the longterm behavior of points being moved around a surface. It is common to label points as either
bounded or unbounded based on how far they move from their starting position. Thanks to the
work of Gaston Julia (1893-1978) and Pierre Fatou (1878-1929), we began to notice strange shapes
in the regions of bounded points . Hence, the bounded regions are called filled Julia sets. At the
time, neither Julia nor Fatou had the means to draw a picture of what the regions looked like as
early investigations found the borders of these regions to be too complex. Pictured below is the
first published image of a Julia set by H Cremer.

Figure 1.1. First Julia set drawing published in 1925 [4]
Notice that the shape is composed of similar triangles; this type of behavior is called sel f −
similarity. In this primitive attempt at describing filled Julia sets, notions of self-similarity started
to appear. But, without a means to carry out the necessary thousands of calculations required to
generate the set, finer details of filled Julia sets and its self-similarity remained a mystery.
It wasn’t until 1981 that mathematicians utilized computer graphics technologies to publish a
drawing of one of these regions. The first computer generated image of a filled Julia set was investigated by Robert Brooks and J. Peter Matelski in a article titled “The Dynamics of 2-Generator
Subgroups of PSL(2, C)”
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Figure 1.2. First filled Julia set generated by a computer 1981 [1]

When looking at the figure, there seems to be some complicated symmetry possessed by these
regions. Sure enough, this region possess a special kind of “fractal” symmetry. This is easier to
see with higher resolution images.

Figure 1.3. Improved filled Julia set
Pictured in Figure 1.3 is the same filled Julia set as the 1981 image but generated with modern
software. This image was generated using a complex dynamics software called ‘Mendel’ [10]. The
black pixels are the bounded points, and the red pixels are the unbounded points.
With a high resolution print of the region, we can now see the fractal behavior as we zoom in
on a region.

Figure 1.4. Successive Zooms on a filled Julia set
4

Notice how as we zoom into the image, we see repeated copies of previous images. This was an
incredible surprise to mathematicians. By studying regions bounded under a simple iteration rule,
this self-similarity property appeared.
Now equipped with the ability to easily explore this structure, mathematicians began to build
tools to better describe the rules and behaviors giving rise to their shape. One of these tools, created
by Cannon, Floyd, and Perry [2], is called a finite subdivision rule. A finite subdivision rule is a
process of dividing up a surface into finer and finer regions according to a set of instructions.
These instructions describe which regions of the surface are to be divided, and how the division is
drawn out. Often, these tools are used to iteratively build back the full filled Julia sets and extract
information about the functions dynamic behavior.

Figure 1.5. Simple Finite Subdivision Rule on a Single Region [2]
As seen above, this simple finite subdivision rule acts on the left region and divides it up into
four smaller copies of itself. This iterative division of a region into subregions is a common theme
of finite subdivision rules. It also makes them useful when describing self-similar fractal shapes
like those observed in filled Julia sets.
The shape of these regions becomes especially important when doing an operation with two
functions called polynomial mating. Put simply, polynomial mating is taking the dynamics of two
simple functions and combining them to make a new complicated dynamic system. When looking
at the filled Julia sets of two functions, polynomial mating has an effect of ‘gluing’ together the
two in a jigsaw-puzzle like fashion.
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Figure 1.6. A Visual Representation of a Polynomial Mating
In the above figure, one can see the two regions before mating on the left, and the resulting
mating on the right. A technical explanation on how one properly does this process is given later
in the paper in section 1.6.
The goal of this paper is to find and describe the finite subdivison rules for matings of a special
subset of the functions cataloged in a paper by Kelsey and Lodge [11]. These functions are all
called Misiurewicz polynomials and have especially interesting filled Julia sets.

Figure 1.7. Filled Julia set for Misiurewicz polynomial f (x) = x2 + i
As it appears in the above image, the filled Julia set for a Misiurewicz polynomial is a onedimensional line on its surface. Also referred to as nowhere − dense, this makes mating incredibly
difficult to visualize as we are gluing together two 1-dimensional objects and somehow producing
a 2-dimensional ball shown in Figure 1.6.
In 2012, Mary Wilkerson published a paper outlining how to create finite subdivision rules for
describing functions resulting from polynomial mating of these Misiurewicz polynomials [18].
6

The preliminaries for understanding the notation and terms of the processes used in this paper
are covered all in chapter 1, while results and conclusions can be found in chapters 2 and 3.

1.1

Math Grammar

When working with mathematical objects, it’s often easier to work with mathematical symbols
as opposed to traditional language. Statements like: “When I have five dollars and I gain three
more dollars I end up with eight dollars,” can be simplified to:
$5 + $3 = $8.

This is more compact than the traditional language statement, but it requires prior knowledge of
what the symbols like ‘3’ and ‘=’ mean. Thus, a good math paper requires at least some explanation
of the mathematical grammar and vocabulary the reader will encounter.
This sections serves as a short lesson introducing the fundamental mathematical objects a
reader will come into contact as well as a guide for reading statements using those symbols. The
most common types of symbols are sets, elements, f unctions, relations and operations.
S ets, often denoted with a capital letter like S , can be thought of as well-defined boxes. Each
one of these boxes has a collection of things called elements [17]. It is common practice to define
sets like so:
S = {x, 7, π, ball}.

The above statement is read as “The set named ‘S ’ is the collection of elements ‘x’, ‘7’, ‘π’,
‘ball’, and nothing more.” When notating whether an element is in a set, it’s common to write the
following:
x ∈ S.
This is read as “the element x is in the set S ”. Inversely, x < S means x is not in the set S .

7

Sets are incredibly effective at describing material objects. For instance, one could use the
notion of a set to describe a book:
Book = {Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4}

Above, we can see the set ‘Book’ is defined as a collection of 4 distinct chapters, similar to how a
real book may contain chapters.
One set all readers might be familiar with is
N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, · · · }.

This set is known as the Natural Numbers, or counting numbers, and is denoted with the blackboardbold letter N. The elements contained in the set are all the numbers we can do counting with. Thus
1 ∈ N, 19 ∈ N, and 5, 000, 000, 001 ∈ N.
When working with numbers, it’s often useful to define sets by picking out certain elements
from another set like so
2N = {2x | x ∈ N}.
The vertical bar is read as “such that”; thus the above statement can be read as “2N is the set of
all 2x such that x is in N”. From this definition we can reason all the even naturals must be in 2N
because each even number comes in the form of 2 times another number.
If one set B contains all the elements of another set A, we say A is a subset of B and use the
following symbol:
A ⊆ B.
For example, {1, 2, 3} ⊂ N since the elements 1, 2, and 3 are all natural numbers.
When subsets belong to some container or universe set U, it’s often helpful to talk about the
complement of a set. Intuitively, if a set A ⊆ U, the complement of A, notated as AC is the set of
elements in U but not in A.
8

U
C

A

A

Figure 1.8. Set A and its complement AC within U
As per the above figure, for the set A contained in U, its complement, AC is outside of A, but
contained in U. The two sets “complement” each other as they both partition U into two sets.
An incredibly useful tool when working with sets is a f unction. Intuitively, functions are
actions that take an element from one set to another set. Thus, f unctions are usually defined like
the following:
f : A → B.
The above function f receives an input element from the set A and outputs an element from the set
B.
An example could be some theoretical function called the State Bird function notated as β.
We could have β receive an input of a state and output the associated state bird. Thus making
β : State → Bird. To notate the output of β for a given input x where x ∈ State, the output of β is
written as β(x). Thus, β(Kentucky) = Cardinal, β(California) = Quail, and β(Indiana) = Cardinal.
Notice how a function may have multiple inputs leading to the same output, but it may not have
one input correspond to more than one output.
When describing how a function f maps an element from set A to an element in set B, it’s
helpful to describe the output of f in terms of an operation on its input. For example let f : N → N
such that any input of f will output as 3 plus its original value. This information about f can be
condensed into the following statement:
f (x) = x + 3.
9

To illustrate this relationship between x and f (x) we can construct the corresponding input-output
table for f
input
output

1

2 3

4

···

f(x) 4

5 6

7

···

x

A helpful way to visualize these inputs and outputs is via a plot:
f (x)
7

(4, 7)
(3, 6)

6
(2, 5)

5
4

(1, 4)

3
2
1
1

2

3

4

x

Figure 1.9. Example plot for f (x) = x + 3
Pictured above are some input-output pairs colored in red. To see the corresponding input for a
point, see where along the horizontal axis the point lies, and for the output, find the corresponding
distance along the vertical axis.
To define how f acts on its inputs we used the operation of addition notated with a ‘+’. In
short, an operation is a way to combine elements within a given set. Formally, an operation is
defined as a type of function, but for the purposes of this paper, to think of operations as an act of
combination will help make the symbolic statements more legible. Readers will already be familiar
simple operations like addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (×), and division (÷). All four
describe a method of combining numbers, but they aren’t the only operations mathematicians study.
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Another common operation is f unction composition. Denoted with a ‘◦’, composition can
be thought of as building a chain of functions by linking together their inputs and outputs. For
instance, let f (x) = x + 5 and g(x) = x + 7. To compose the two, we can feed the output of g into
the input of f to get a new function f ◦ g:
f ◦ g(x) = f (g(x)) = f (x + 7) = (x + 7) + 5 = x + 12
This should make sense as g takes in x and adds 7 to x, then that x + 7 is fed through f to add 5
more, thus totaling to x + 12.
Finally, relations denote how math objects compare to each other. The most important relation studied in mathematics is the equality relation denoted with a ‘=’. This symbol denotes the
elements to its left and right are replaceable and can be thought of as ‘the same’. For example,
1=1
5=2+3
5 × 5 = 25
Using this relation, we can construct what are called Equivalency Classes. An equivalency
class is a set of all elements which are ‘equal’ to it. For example, turning half-way around a circle
gets you to the same spot on the circle as 1 21 turns. In fact, adding a full turn to any fraction of a
turn about a circle will get you to the same spot on the circle.

1
2

=

1 12

1

Figure 1.10. Equivalent turns on circles
As seen, a full turn does not take you to a new spot on the circle. Thus, we can define an
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equivalence class of half-turns where all points

1
2

+ n turns around the circle are ‘the same’.

)
" # (
1 1 1
1
=
,1 ,2 ,···
2
2 2 2
The braces around

1
2

are a common way to denote an equivalence class.

Other relations discussed in this paper are less than (<), greater than (>), less than or equal to
(≤), and greater than or equal to (≥). These all describe the “quantity” quality of numbers stating
how large two numbers are in comparison with each other.
The two foundational sets this paper will deal with are R and C. Both are infinite and contain
similar elements. R is called the set of Real Numbers, and it contains all the numbers you may
√
have learned about in secondary school like 0, − 22
, π, and 2. The reader’s school teacher may
7
have introduced this set as ”all rational and irrational numbers” in reference to how each number in
this set may be written as a fraction like

22
7

or a an infinite decimal expansion like π = 3.14159....

Baked into the construction of the reals is the notion that there is no “smallest” distance between
two numbers just as N has no biggest distance between two numbers. This fact is demonstrated by
visualizing R as a line:
-4

-3

-2

1
-1 - 2 0

√
1 2 2

3

4

Figure 1.11. The Real line
The most important quality of this figure is there are no holes in this line, also called continuity.
The line is connected, and thus one may always find some number between two different numbers
no matter how close they are.
0

0.5

0

1

0.25

0.5

Figure 1.12. Zooming in on [0, 1]
Just like the filled Julia sets, there is some self-similarity present within the real line. As one
successively “zooms in” on a segment, the shape of the segment is just a scaled copy of a larger
segment of the real line.
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Similar to R, the set C is called the Complex Numbers. It is the set of all real numbers plus
√
some multiple of a special number i = −1. A stronger explanation of C is given in section 1.4
The function we will be discussing in this paper is fc (x) = x2 + c where c is some complex
number. The x2 portion denotes that x will be squared before adding the complex number c. Some
examples of this function are
f2 (x) = x2 + 2
fi (x) = x2 + i
f2+i (x) = x2 + 2 + i
f0 (x) = x2
This is enough to read mathematical statements of theorems, but not necessarily enough to follow the proofs of theorems as other mathematical facts a non-mathematician would be unfamiliar
with are used.

1.2

Dynamics

Discrete dynamics is the study of a function composed with itself n times, where n is some
natural number [8]:
f n (x) = ( f ◦ f ◦ · · · ◦ f )(x) = f ( f (· · · f (x) · · · ))
Example 1.1. Let f : R → R with f (x) = x2 .
f 1 (x) = f (x) = x2
f 2 (x) = f ( f (x)) = (x2 )2 = x2 · x2 = x2+2 = x4
f 3 (x) = f ( f ( f (x))) = f ( f 2 (x)) = f (x4 ) = (x4 )2 = x8
..
.
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n

f n (x) = x(2 )
⋄
Definition 1.1 (Orbit Portrait). To look at the long term behavior of particular points f may act on,
one may construct what’s called an orbit portrait. An orbit portrait displays the set of points visited
by an initial starting point under iterates of f .
/

x

/ f 2 (x)

f (x)

/

···

Each arrow leading out of a point represents the function f acting on that particular point, with
the leftmost point in the list being the initial point the function began on.

◦

Example 1.2. Returning to our earlier function, f (x) = x2 , from example 1.1, we can construct an
orbit portraits for particular points in R:
x=2|

x = 0.1 |

x=0|

x = −1 |

/

/4

2

/

0.1

−1

/

0.01

/

/0

0

/

16

/1

···

0.001

/

···

···

/

1

/ ···

⋄
One may observe, when |x| > 1, the portrait shows the point going off to infinity further away
from its original starting point. For |x| < 1 the orbit portrait shows the point converging towards 0,
never going too far from its original starting point. Finally, for |x| = 1, the point never goes more
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than a distance of 2 away from its original starting point. Notice how −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 stay within a
distance of 2 of their starting points, but x < −1 and x > 1 diverge arbitrarily far from their starting
points. We can quantify the distance each point in the orbit portrait is away from the starting point
by defining some function d(x, f n (x)) which takes in two points and outputs the distance between
the two points.
Definition 1.2 (Bounded). For a given function f : X → X, a point x ∈ X is considered bounded
if there exists some distance r for which d(x, f n (x)) ≤ r for all n ≥ 0.

◦

Definition 1.3 (Unbounded). For a given function f : X → X, a point x ∈ X is considered
unbounded if for all distances r there exists an n ≥ 0 for which d(x, f n (x)) > r

◦

Just as the names suggest, a bounded point can only be moved a maximum distance away from
its starting point. Inversely, one may use the dynamic system’s function to move an unbounded
point arbitrarily far from its starting point. A common practice in dynamics is to split the set f is
acting upon into the set of bounded points and the set of unbounded points.
Definition 1.4 (filled Julia Set). The set of bounded points in a complex dynamics setting is usually
◦

referred to as the filled Julia set, notated with the symbol K( f ) [18].

Example 1.3. For our example function f (x) = x2 , we can visualize this partition on the real
line by painting the bounded points between −1 and 1 inclusive black, and the unbounded regions
−1 > x and x > 1 red.

Unbounded

-1

K( f )

1

Unbounded

Figure 1.13. The Real line with Bounded and Unbounded sets for f (x) = x2
⋄
For polynomials, this method of partitioning always splits the real line into two parts. This
allows us to see where entire sections of the real line map to under each iteration of f .
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Lemma 1.1. (1) Let f : X → X with x ∈ X, then if x is bounded under f , f (x) is also bounded.
(2) If x is unbounded, then f (x) is also unbounded
The above lemmas are both claiming that if a starting point is bounded/unbounded, the point it
is moved to must also be a bounded/unbounded point respectively.
Proof. (1) Let f : X → X, x ∈ X, let x be bounded. By definition 1.2, there is some distance
r for which d(x, f n (x)) ≤ r for all n ≥ 0, and by the triangle inequality, d( f (x), f m ( f (x))) =
d( f (x), f m+1 (x)) ≤ d( f (x), x) + d(x, f m+1 (x)) < r + r = 2r for all m. Thus, d( f (x), f m+1 (x)) ≤ 2r for
all m ≥ 0, and f (x) satisfies definition 1.2 and is bounded. Therefore if x is bounded, then f (x) is
also bounded.
(2) Let x ∈ X, and let x be unbounded. By definition 1.3, for all distances r, there is some n ≥ 0 for
which d(x, f n (x)) > r. Thus, by the triangle inequality, d(x, f n (x)) ≤ d(x, f (x)) + d( f (x), f n (x)) ⇒
d( f (x), f n (x)) ≥ d(x, f n (x)) − d(x, f (x)) > r − d(x, f (x)) for some n. Since d(x, f (x)) is constant,
and r has no upper bound; d( f (x), f n (x)) is greater than all r′ = r−d(x, f (x)) for some n. Therefore,
d(x, f n (x)) is unbounded as well.

□

Essentially, this proof is utilizing an intuitive notion in classical geometry called the triangle
inequality. This property can be summed up in the saying “the shortest path between two point is
a straight line” and is noted like so:
d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z)

where x, y, and z are points on a surface.
Visually one can show part (1) of the lemma by drawing a starting point x, a point f (x) and
some point f n (x) on a surface
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f n (x)
c

f (x)

b

a

x

Figure 1.14. Visual guide to Lemma 1.1
By setting d(x, f (x)) = a, d(x, f n (x)) = b, and d( f (x), f n (x)) = c, we get a triangle figure. Following the triangle inequality, side a + b must always be greater than side c, but since sides a and b
are always some finite distance, c has a bounded limit. Therefore, f (x) is a bounded point as well
since all f n (x) stay within a distance of a + b of f (x).
To show the 2nd part of the lemma, we use the same picture but now we assume x to be unbounded. Using the same triangle inequality, we know a + c ≥ b, and using some algebra, we can
show c ≥ b − a. Since b may be arbitrarily large, we can make b so much larger than the length a
that it becomes insignificant. This then makes c greater than or equal to b when b is large. Thus,
c–the distance between f (x) and f n (x)–may be as large as b is, and since b may be arbitrarily large,
c may be as well. Therefore, f (x) is also an unbounded point.
Now that we have shown f (x) inherits the bounded or unboundedness from its previous point
x, we will now show the entire orbit of x is either bounded or unbounded.
Lemma 1.2. (1) If x is bounded, then f n (x) is also bounded for all n ≥ 1.
(2) If x is unbounded, then f n (x) is also unbounded for all n ≥ 1
Proof. (1) We will proceed by induction. Let x be bounded. By lemma 1.1(1), we know f n (x) is
bounded for n = 1. Now, let f k (x) be bounded. Again, by lemma 1.1(1), f ( f k (x)) = f k+1 (x) must
also be bounded. Therefore by induction, if x is bounded, then f n (x) is bounded for all n ≥ 1.
(2) Induction will also be used for this proof. Let x be unbounded. By lemma 1.1(2), we know
f n (x) is bounded for n = 1. For our induction hypothesis, let f k (x) be unbounded. By lemma
17

1.1(2), f ( f k (x)) = f k+1 (x) is unbounded as well. Therefore by induction, if x is unbounded, then
f n (x) is unbounded as well for all n ≥ 1

□

The proof for the above lemma uses a tool called induction to formally prove all the points in
an orbit are either bounded or unbounded. An intuitive argument can be made by using the first
lemma to show a bounded starting point x will lead to a bounded point f (x). By then treating f (x)
as a starting point, f 2 (x) must be bounded as well by the first lemma. This continues down the
orbit chain making all points bounded. The same argument can be made for the unbounded case.
Theorem 1.1. For f : X → X, f ’s filled Julia set, K( f ), and its complement are invariant under f .
More precisely, (1) Let f : X → X, then f n (K( f )) = { f n (x) | x ∈ K( f )} ⊆ K( f ) for all n.
(2) Let f : X → X, then f n (K( f )C ) = { f n (x) | x ∈ K( f )} ⊆ K( f )C for all n.
Here, we are stating a fundamental property of dynamical systems: functions always keep the
set of bounded points within the set of bounded points.
Proof. (1) Let f : X → X, x ∈ K( f ) and let f n (x) ∈ f n (K( f )) for some n ≥ 1. By construction, x is
bounded, thus by lemma 1.2(2), f n (x) must also be bounded for all n ≥ 1. Therefore, f n (x) ∈ K( f ),
and f n (K( f )) ⊆ K( f ) for all n ≥ 1.
(2) Let f : X → X, x ∈ K( f )C and let f n (x) ∈ f n (K( f )C ) for some n ≥ 1. By construction,
x is unbounded, thus by lemma 1.2(2), f n (x) must also be unbounded for all n ≥ 1. Therefore,
f n (x) ∈ K( f )C , and f n (K( f )C ) ⊆ K( f )C for all n ≥ 1.

□

Example 1.4. Returning to f (x) = x2 , we can use theorem 1.1 to show K( f ) = [−1, 1] maps to
[0, 1].
K( f )
-1

1

0

f (K( f ))

Figure 1.15. K( f ) and f (K( f )) for f (x) = x2
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However, we need to establish a better description of this picture as well as some operations
we may do on them to understand what the figures are saying.
⋄

1.3

Paths

Definition 1.5 (Path). A path is a continuous function
γ : [0, 1] → X
such that γ(0) = x0 and γ(1) = x1 and where X is some set. [6]

◦

Essentially, paths are ordered sets with no gaps between its elements. This appears as a “walk”
from a starting point, x0 , to an end point, x1 without any jumps or holes along the path.
x0

x1

Figure 1.16. Example of a path
Using paths to describe sets, a number of operations become useful. By starting at the endpoint
x1 of a path a and walking backwards along a to the starting point x0 , one may construct the inverse
of path a notated with a bar, ā. For paths a and b, the two may be concatenated if one path ends
where the other begins. By walking along path a first, then finishing the walk to the end of path b,
one may construct the path ab.
Example 1.5. On the real line, example paths include the walk from −1 to 0 labeled a, and b, the
walk from 0 to 1. Since path a ends at 0 and path b starts at 0, we can concatenate the two.

19

Path a

Path ā
0

-1

Path b
0

Path b̄
1

0

1

0

Path ab = b̄ā

Path ab
-1

0

-1

1

-1

0

1

Figure 1.17. Path construction examples
⋄
Definition 1.6 (Transformations acting on paths). Let X be a surface with path a having starting
point x0 and endpoint x1 , and let f : X → X be continuous. Then the path f (a) = f ◦ a is the
following continuous function:
f (a) : [0, 1] → X
such that f (a)(0) = f (x0 ) and f (a)(1) = f (x1 )

◦

One may think of f (a) as moving the path on the surface without breaking the path. This is
done by using the function to transform each point along the path.
Example 1.6. Let f (x) = x2 , and paths a and b as shown in Figure 1.17 Since path a walks from
−1 to 0, we can construct a graph displaying how f acts on each point
f (x)
f (−1) = 1
f (−0.7) = 0.49
-1 -0.7

x
f (0) = 0

Figure 1.18. Plot of Path a’s points under f (x) = x2
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As we can see, f takes path a’s starting point −1 to 1 and walks down to its end point at 0. Thus,
f (a) is the path starting at 1 and ending at 0, which is equivalent to the path b̄.
Similarly, we can find where f takes path b
f (x)
f (1) = 1
f (0.7) = 0.49
x
f (0) = 0

0.7 1

Figure 1.19. Plot of Path b’s points under f (x) = x2
As we walk along path b, we can see f still preserves the walk from 0 to 1, thus, f (b) = b
Example 1.7. Finally, to show how f (x) = x2 takes K( f ) to [0, 1]. Let path a start at −1 and end
at 0, and let path b start at 0 and end at 1. Since K( f ) is covered by ab, f (ab) shows us where
f (K( f )) is. Starting on f (a), f takes the starting point of a to 1 and then takes the rest of the path
to its positive counterpart all the way to 0. At 0, we pick up with f (b) and walk all the way back to
1. Thus f (ab) = b̄b as the function starts at 1 walks to 0, and then reverse back to 1.
Path ab
-1

Path a

0

0

Path b

Path f (a) = b̄

1

1

Path f (ab) = b̄b
Path f (b) = b
Figure 1.20. Dynamics of paths covering K( f ) for f (x) = x2
A helpful way of thinking about this process is like folding a bit of string with −1 and 1 marked
at each end and 0 marked in the middle. When the function f (x) = x2 acts on this string, it folds
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the string in half. This covers every point on the string except at 0, where the ”crease” of the fold
is. This is a defining feature of complex polynomials and is also the reason finite subdivision rules
are a great tool for analyzing these sorts of objects.
⋄

1.4

Complex Numbers

Now that we are familiar with dynamic behavior and ways of describing it, we will now discuss
the dynamic behavior of the Complex Numbers.
Definition 1.7 (Rectangular Form Complex Numbers). A common way to describe complex numbers is as a sum of two numbers; one real value, and one imaginary value. The real value usually
labeled a is just a real number, and the imaginary value is some real number b multiplied by the
√
number i = −1. Thus, a complex number z is usually noted like so [5]:
z = a + bi

a, b ∈ R, i2 = −1

◦
The rectangular form of a complex number allows us to superimpose a coordinate system onto
the complex numbers.
6
4

Im
4+2i

2
−8

−6

−4

−2

2
−2
−4
−6

Figure 1.21. The complex plane made in Geogebra
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Re

Each point in the complex plane represents a complex number a + bi that has been assigned
a real and imginary coordinate. The horizontal real axis represents the real part, and the vertical
axis represents the imaginary part. As depicted in Figure 1.21, the real line sits inside the complex
plane along the horizontal axis as all the points will be in the form a + 0i.
Example 1.8. Let f0 (z) = z2 . Here we change the variable form x to z and include a subscript to f
to denote it is of the form fc (z) = z2 + c with complex number c. Using the software Mendel, we
can plot bounded points on the complex plane by coloring them black, and coloring the unbounded
points red.

Figure 1.22. Filled Julia set for f0 (z) = z2
In the above figure, a real and imaginary axis has been superimposed on the filled Julia set
rendered by Mendel. Just as in Figure 1.13, the region [−1, 1] along the real axis remains bounded.
However, now that we are dealing with a 2-dimensional disk as opposed to a 1-dimensional string,
we will need a new way of describing complex numbers to reveal the dynamic behavior of K( f0 ).
⋄
Just as every whole number like 5 can be written as a simple fraction 51 , every complex number
has another name besides its rectangular form.
Definition 1.8 (Polar Form Complex Numbers). For a complex number a + bi, we can write it in
what is called polar f orm. The polar f orm of a complex number is written like so:
z = a + bi = reiθ
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such that r =

√

a2 + b2 , θ = tan−1

 
b
, and e is Euler’s number [5].
a

◦

While at first glance this form may seem complicated, when performing multiplication, geometric transformations become easier to see. To build an intuition for reading polar form numbers,
compare the notation to rectangular form complex numbers.
Instead of notating a point in the complex plane by real and imaginary axes, the polar form of
a complex number describes the location of a point differently. One may think of the polar form as
giving instructions on how to find a complex number by starting at the origin and looking down the
positive real axis. The θ part tells how far to turn in the counter-clockwise direction before going a
distance of r away from the origin. For a complex number z, θ is often referred to as the argument
of z or arg z, and r is commonly referred to as the modulus of z or |z|.

Figure 1.23. Complex plane with rectangular and polar notation
As a note, the angle’s units are always in radians as opposed to degrees.
Using polar notation, we can see why the filled Julia set of f0 (z) = z2 has the shape it does.
Example 1.9. For f0 (z) = z2 , all points that lie on the boundary of K( f0 ) are 1 unit away from the
origin, thus for z on the boundary of K( f0 ), |z| = 1. Therefore, all boundary points will come in the
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form
z = (1)eiθ = eiθ
If we feed z into f0 , we get the following output:
f0 (z) = (z)2 = (z)(z) = (eiθ )(eiθ ) = ei2θ

For points on the perimeter of K( f0 ), f0 simply doubles the angle of the point.
1.2

Im
π
f (z) = ei 2 = i

1
π

z = ei 4 =

0.8

√
2
2

+

√
2
i
2

0.6
π
4

0.4
0.2

π
4

Re
−0.4 −0.2

0.2

0.4

0.8

0.6

1

1.2

π

Figure 1.24. f0 moving ei 4 along the boundary of K( f0 )
We can see the boundary must be invariant since each point along the boundary can be reached by
another point under f0 . This is easier to see if we adopt a simpler notation for the polar coordinates
of complex numbers.
By labeling each point on the circumference by how many fractions of 1 full turn it is about
the origin. This makes

1
8

π

the label for ei 4 since it lies
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1
8

of a turn about the origin.

2

2

1.5

1.5

1

π

0.5
−2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5
−0.5

1

π

ei 4

0.5

ei 8
0.5

1

1
8

1.5

2

−2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5
−0.5

2.5

−1

−1

−1.5

−1.5

−2

−2

1
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0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Figure 1.25. Polar coordinates of complex numbers with their associated simplified notation.
Since we know f0 doubles the modulus for points along the boundary of K( f0 ), we just need to
divide the fractional label by 2 to find an input to f that outputs to the given position. Therefore,
we know the entire boundary of K( f0 ) will be preserved under f0 since for every complex number
with fractional turn θ there’s a point just a

θ
2

fraction of a turn along the boundary which will map

to the point at a θ turn along the boundary.
⋄
To better investigate what is occurring along the boundary of K( f0 ) and build the required
tools to perform polynomial mating, we will make use of paths to see how the entire boundary is
transformed under f0 .
Example 1.10. Let us define paths a and b as two halves of a full walk around the boundary of
K( f0 ).
Im
Path a

1
4

0
1
2

Path b

3
4
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Re

Figure 1.26. Paths a and b along the boundary of K( f0 )
Taking a look at path a, we can see it picks up all the complex numbers lying between 0 and
1
2

a turn around the boundary of K( f0 ). Using a plot, we can see where f0 takes path a along the

boundary by doubling the associated fractional turn along K( f0 ).
f0 (a)
1

0.5

a
0.25

0.5

Figure 1.27. Plot of simplified notation points in f0 (a) against a.
In Figure 1.27 we can see f0 takes the half circle path a to a full walk around K( f0 ).
Im
Path f0 (a)

1
4

0
1
2

Re

3
4

Figure 1.28. Path f (a)
Moving to path b, for the point
will be moved to

3
4

∗2=

3
2

3
4

of a turn around K( f0 ), our simplified notation says the point

of a turn around K( f0 ). Notice how

3
2

of a turn lies at the same point

1
2

a turn is. To resolve any ambiguity in our notation, we will only give the point’s fraction of a turn
between 0 and 1. This means 32 will be the same as 12 and in our notation, we will prefer to right the
1
2

form. In the mathematical community, we call this method of notating fractional turns between

0 and 1, modulo 1.
With this in mind, we can construct the following plot.
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f0 (b)
1

0.5

b
0.75

1

Figure 1.29. Plot of simplified notation points in f0 (b) against b.
As per the plot, we can see that f0 takes path b around the whole boundary of K( f0 ) just like
path a.
Im
Path f0 (b)

1
4

0
1
2

Re

3
4

Figure 1.30. Path f0 (b)
Just like the real line, the quadratic function f0 (z) = z2 takes the boundary of K( f0 ) and wraps it
⋄

around the boundary twice.

1.5

Böttcher coordinates

So far, we have investigated the dynamic properties of functions in the form of fc (x) = x2 + c
where K( fc ) is just one region containing the origin. In the last section, we looked at f0 (z) = z2 .
The overall dynamics inside the filled Julia set is fairly simple:
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Figure 1.31. Orbits interior to K( f0 )
Pictured above are various starting points and their orbits under f0 as described by the directed
arrows. As one can see, the points in the interior of K( f0 ) have an orbit that approaches 0. When
we look to the outside of K( f0 ) we see similarly simple behavior.

Figure 1.32. Orbits exterior to K( f0 )
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As shown, points outside of K( f0 ) travel arbitrarily far away from the origin in a spiral pattern.
Interestingly, if we complicate the behavior inside the filled Julia set, the dynamic behavior outside
the filled Julia set is only slightly changed, with unbounded orbits eventually settling into the same
spiral orbit pattern. Comparing this to the dynamics of f (x) = x2 on R, we can see how the complex
plane extends a real dynamical system with the real line being our x-axis of the complex plane.
Example 1.11. For example, we can find a polynomial which has the following orbit for 0:
/ c1

0k

/ c2

Since we know the function will be of the form fc (z) = z2 + c, we can see that c1 = 02 + c = c,
which would make c2 = (c)2 + c. Now, if we leverage the fact that fc (c2 ) = 0, we can find a value
for c.
fc (c2 ) = 0
fc (c2 + c) = 0
(c2 + c)2 + c = 0
c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c = 0
c3 + 2c2 + c + 1 = 0
c = −1.7548 · · · , −0.1225 · · · + 0.7448 · · · i, −0.1225 · · · − 0.7448 · · · i
If we choose c = −0.1225 · · ·+0.7448 · · · i, we get the following filled Julia set for f−0.1225···+0.7448···i
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Figure 1.33. K( fc ) of the Douady Rabbit: a polynomial fc with c = −0.1225 · · · + 0.7448 · · · i
For f−0.1225···+0.7448···i , the associated filled Julia set is similar to f0′ s in that every starting point
within K( f−0.1225···+0.7448···i ) stays bounded, but instead of approaching 0, starting points approach
a cycle between 0 and 2 other points, −0.1225 · · · + 0.7448 · · · i, and −0.5392 · · · − 0.1824 · · · i.
This is precisely the orbit of 0 under f−0.1225···+0.7448···i , and regions where this cycling orbit occurs
is known as the periodic attracting basin.

Figure 1.34. Periodic attracting basin for Douady Rabbit c = 0.1225 · · · + 0.7748 · · · i
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As shown in the above figure, every starting position approaches an orbit between these three
points.
Outside of the filled Julia set behavior isn’t as complicated. By definition, all points outside the
set travel arbitrarily far from the origin and never stop or cycle through any particular points.

Figure 1.35. Unbounded orbits for Douady Rabbit c = 0.1225 · · · + 0.7748 · · · i
One may note the unbounded orbits of K( f−0.1225···+0.7448···i ) and K( f0 ) have the same spiral
pattern orbit as long as we look far enough away from the origin.
This suggests a kind of “coordinate” basis for describing the dynamics in the connected unbounded region of any quadratic polynomial in a similar fashion as f0 (z) = z2 . Sure enough,
thanks to some work by a Polish mathematician named Lucjan Böttcher there exists a nice way
to transpose–or as mathematicians say, con jugate–the coordinates of a point in the connected unbounded region of a quadratic polynomial to the second degree power map.
Theorem 1.2 (Böttcher’s Theorem). Let f be a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2. If the filled Julia set
K( f ) contains all of the finite critical points of f , then both K and its boundary are connected and
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the complement of K is conformally isomorphic to the exterior of K( f0 ) = D, under an isomorphism
ϕ : C⧹K −→ C⧹D
which conjugates f on C⧹K to the dth power map w 7→ wd [15].
Due to the computational difficulty of this equation and its ambiguity of roots in the complex
plane, this is often done using specialized methods which navigate this ambiguity [9]. For this
paper, we will be using Mendel to give approximations of ϕ(z) values.
The goal of Böttcher’s theorem is to find some function ϕ which maps unbounded points of our
fc (z) = z2 + c polynomials to an unbounded point of f0 (z) = z2 in such a way that ϕ(z)2 = ϕ( f (z)).
This allows us to assign new coordinates of each unbounded z for any of our fc functions by
referring to where ϕ(z) is in the complex plane.
ϕ( f (z)) = ϕ(z)2

ϕ

f (z)

z2
f
ϕ

z

ϕ(z)

Figure 1.36. Böttcher coordinates for Douady Rabbit c = 0.1225 · · · + 0.7748 · · · i.
Similar to how we can give coordinates to a point in the complex plane by its rectangular
coordinates (how far in the real and imaginary direction we must travel to arrive at the point) and
its polar coordinates (how far from the origin and at what angle with respect to the positive real axis
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we must travel), every point z in a single connected unbounded region has a Böttcher coordinate
based on where the ϕ map takes z.
π

For example, for f−0.1225···+0.7448···i , ϕ(−0.188 + 1.631i) ≈ e0.5 e 2 i ≈ 1.65i.
z = −0.188 + 1.631i

ϕ(z) ≈ 1.65i

ϕ

Figure 1.37. Böttcher coordinate for z = −0.188 + 1.631i.
The proof for this theorem revolves around the fact that as z → ∞, for any polynomial f (z) →
zd where d is the degree of the polynomial (the highest power term in the polynomial). If we take
advantage of this fact, we may let f iterate on an unbounded z for an arbitrarily large amount of
times. Once we have iterated z enough, we try and ”wind-back” the result under the 2nd degree
√
power map by taking the same number of arbitrarily large iterates of F(z) = z to arrive at where
ϕ would take z. Formally, we may write this out as the following
ϕ(z) = lim

k→∞

2k

p

f k (z)

To visualize how this coordinate system of the unbounded region of f0 (z) = z2 maps onto the
unbounded region of a quadratic polynomial with a connected filled Julia set, we make use of
something called Greene’s function G : C⧹K → C⧹D with
G(z) = ln |ϕ(z)|
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For example, let f−0.1225···+0.7448···i = z2 −0.1225 · · ·+0.7448 · · · i, we have G(−0.188+1.631i) = 0.5.
If we take the set
G−1 (c) = {z|G(z) = c}
we can observe the set of all z with the same Green’s value function creating what is called an
equipotential curve.
c = 0.5

c = 0.5

Figure 1.38. Equipotential curves for c = 0.5 on f0 and f−0.1225···+0.7448···i .
If we look at all the z ∈ G−1 (c) we can give each point a unique label equal to arg ϕ(z). For
example, arg ϕ(−0.188 + 1.63i) = π4 . Taking the set of all points which have the same arg ϕ(z) gives
what is called an external ray.
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arg ϕ(z) = 1/4

arg ϕ(z) = 1/4

Figure 1.39. External ray 1/4 on a Douady Rabbit and Disk.
With these two unique identifiers for a point in the unbounded region, we can give a 2-dimensional
coordinate to describe every point in the unbounded region of a quadratic polynomial with a connected filled Julia set.
Definition 1.9 (External Ray). If we take the set of all z such that the arg ϕ(z) = θ and |ϕ(z)| > 1,
we can can construct the external ray at angle θ or fraction of a turn t =

θ
.
2π

Formally, the set is

defined as the following Rc (t) = {z | arg ϕ(z) = θ, |ϕ(z)| > 1}. The external rays of both f0.1+0.6i and
◦

f0 are shown in Figure 1.47 as white lines.
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1/4

1/4
c = 0.5

3/8

c = 0.5

1/8
c = 0.25

1/8
c = 0.25

1/2

c = 0.125
1/2

c = 0.125

0

0

5/8

3/4

3/4

7/8

7/8

5/8

Figure 1.40. Labeled Böttcher coordinates for a Disk and Rabbit.
Definition 1.10 (Landing points). Lastly, one may note, for any given external ray, if we take the
following limit:
γ(t) = lim+ ϕ−1 (re2πit )
r→1

This can be thought of as picking an external ray Rt and tracing the ray down towards where it
lands on the associated filled Julia set. If this limit exists, γ(t) is called a landing point which
necessarily lands on the boundary of the filled Julia set [14].

◦

Example 1.12. For example, the external rays 1/7, 2/7, and 4/7 on our Douady rabbit all have the
same landing point:
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R2/7

R1/7

γ(1/7) = γ(2/7) = γ(4/7) ≈ −0.276581949 + 0.479666055i

R4/7

Figure 1.41. Landing points for rays R1/7 , R2/7 , and R4/7 on the Douady rabbit.
As seen in the figure above it is possible for a single point on the border of a filled Julia set to be
the landing point of several external rays.

1.6

Polynomial mating

If we think of all the unbounded orbits going infinitely far away towards a single ∞ point, we
can conceptualize the unbounded region of the complex plane as behaving like a simple filled Julia
set.
By adding an ∞ point to C we get a new set Ĉ. The geometry of this set can be realized by
taking the complex plane and wrapping it over a sphere so that the outermost edges of the plane
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meet at the north-pole of the sphere labeled ∞. The resulting sphere is commonly referred to as
the Riemann Sphere.

Figure 1.42. Riemann Sphere [16]
Notice how all rays away from the origin meet at the “north-pole” ∞ point, and the red ring which
goes around −1, i, 1, and −i represents the unit disc filled Julia set of K( f0 ).
Mandel has the ability to draw filled Julia sets on the Riemann sphere.

Figure 1.43. Douady Rabbit on Riemann Sphere
Just as with filled Julia sets on the complex plane, the points in the green unbounded area will
travel away from the origin towards the infinity point on the Riemann sphere. Since these points
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have a spiraling orbit in towards a single attracting point, we can think of this behavior as being
similar to the behavior in K( f0 ).

Figure 1.44. Orbits near ∞ on the Riemann Sphere
The similarity of behavior between the unbounded region and K( f0 ) is due to the fact that for
very large z, fc (z) ≈ z2 as c becomes negligible as z grows large. This paired with the idea that the
∞ point is the single farthest distance away from the origin makes it “pull-in” all unbounded orbits
in the same fashion that 0 pulls in all bounded orbits under f0 .
For polynomials, this relatively simple behavior outside of the filled Julia set is the norm, but
for most rational functions, this is not the case.
Definition 1.11 (Rational Functions). A rational function f : C → C is a function of the form
f (z) =

p(z)
q(z)
◦

where both p and q are polynomial functions.
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Example 1.13. Let f (z) =

z2 +0.5−0.866025403784i
.
z2 −1

If we identify the filled Julia set of this function in

the complex plane, we get the following fractal:

Figure 1.45. filled Julia set for f (z) =

z2 +0.5−0.866025403784i
.
z2 −1

Within the filled Julia set, we have the same 3 period attracting basin as the Douady Rabbit, but
outside the filled Julia set, there’s a 2 period attracting basin between ∞ and 1. This unbounded
behavior is very similar to the bounded behavior of the function f−1 (z) = z2 − 1. We would like
to use our knowledge of the filled Julia sets of polynomial functions to investigate the behavior of
rational functions with regions of similar dynamic behavior.
Polynomial mating was created to create piecewise functions that mimic the dynamic behavior
of rational functions. Creating this function takes place over two steps, first a process called the
f ormal mating, and then a process called the degenerate mating.
Definition 1.12 (Formal Mating). Let fa , fb : C → C be two quadratic polynomials each with one
connected filled Julia set containing the origin. The formal mating of fa and fb , fa y f fb , is the
map S2a,b → S2a,b given by fa y f fb |Ĉa = fa and fa y f fb |Ĉb = fb

◦

The formal mating of two polynomials is the first step in polynomial mating. This step takes
two Riemann spheres with functions fa and fb acting on each and glues the two spheres together
at their infinity point, thus creating a new sphere labeled S2a,b . This new S2a,b space is then equipped
with the function fa y f fb acting on the space such that fa y f fb acts like fa when inputting points
from fa ’s sphere, and acts like fb when inputting points from fb ’s sphere.
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Example 1.14. Letting fa (z) = z2 − 0.123 + 0.744i, a Douady rabbit polynomial, and fb (z) = z2 − 1,
a Basilica polynomial, we can visually show the formal mating of the two.

=

yf

Figure 1.46. Formal mating of a Douady rabbit and Basilica polynomial with resulting S2 space.
As one can see, the two spheres are glued together at their respective infinity point, and the function
fa y f fb is a piecewise function which acts as fa (z) = z2 − 0.123 + 0.744i when points from fa ’s
sphere are input into the function, and acts as fb (z) = z2 − 1 when points from fb ’s sphere are input.
We would like to collapse the unbounded regions of the two spheres so that the remaining two
filled Julia sets complement each other over a single sphere. To ensure that the resulting mating
possibly mimics a rational function, we need to identify similar behaving points along the boarders
of the two filled Julia sets. This can be accomplished using external rays.

ϕ

Figure 1.47. ϕ transforming f0.1+0.6i (z) = z2 + 0.1 + 0.6i to appear as f0 (z) = z2
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Using external rays, we can pair up points along the boarders of two filled Julia sets that have
the same dynamical behavior by pairing up the corresponding fractional turn. The first rays we
know must pair together are the rays at angle 0 since they will both be mapped to their selves
under doubling. The way to pair the remaining rays is particularly subtle.
If we try and connect up the rays with their equivalent on the opposite Riemann sphere, it
becomes impossible to pair the 0 rays without crossing other rays.

Figure 1.48. Ra (t) to Rb (t) pairing attempt
This becomes a problem when we attempt to collapse the rays as this forces the filled Julia set
boundary to cross over itself. To fix this, we pair the remaining external rays with their clockwise
turn pair. This can be easily found with the following formula: −t = 1 − t
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Figure 1.49. Ra (t) to Rb (−t) pairing
As pictured above, this crossing becomes a problem because we would like to collapse the external
rays to pair up points along the boundary When we attempt to pair up rays by their opposite, a
simple pairing becomes possible.
Thus, for the second step in polynomial mating can be shown in the figure below.

Figure 1.50. Identifying external ray pairs across infinity boarder.
Here, we have extended the infinity point pairing of the two spheres into a border to illustrate the
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unique pairings of external rays. To perform the last step of a polynomial mating, we must collapse
the ray pairings into single point equivalence classes. This is known as the degenerate mating.
Definition 1.13 (Degenerate Mating). By defining an equivalence class that pairs each ray with its
opposite, one may perform the degenerate mating on a formal mating by collapsing the ray pairs,
and the points where they connect to their respective filled Julia sets to single point equivalence
classes. A new function fa yd fb is created for this sphere such that when it operates within the
filled Julia sets of the two spheres, fa yd fb (z) = fa y f fb . When fa y f fb operates on the boundary
of the two filled Julia sets, fa yd fb sends the equivalence classes to the class of points each point
◦

within the set is mapped to. [18]

Shown below is a simulation of a degenerate mating of a Douady rabbit and basilica polynomial
by the University of Toulouse.

Figure 1.51. Degenerate mating of Douady rabbit and basilica polynomial [3]
After performing the degenerate mating step, a new sphere with the same properties as a Riemann sphere is created. Let the yellow filled Julia set belong to fa , and let the pink filled Julia set
belong to fb . Paired with this sphere is a function fa yd fb such that for zy in the yellow region,
fa yd fb (zy ) = fa (zy ), and for z p in the pink region, fa yd fb (z p ) = fb (z p ). For zb along the boundary,
fa yd fb outputs the point where the external ray pair would map to.

1.7

Misiurewicz polynomials and Hubbard Trees

The process of mating two polynomials is very difficult. One is performing topological operations on analytic information whose structure is both geometrically and computationally intricate.
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For Misiurewicz polynomials, this process becomes more nuanced.
Definition 1.14. A Misiurewicz polynomial is a function of the form fc (z) = z2 + c such that the
starting point 0 has a strictly preperiodic orbit.
This means for a function fc to be a Misiurewicz polynomial, the orbit portrait for 0 must never
cycle back to 0.
Example 1.15. Let fi (z) = z2 + i. Observe how the orbit portrait for 0 never cycles back to 0.
0

/i

/

−1 + i m

*

−i

This would make the function a Misiurewicz polynomial.

⋄

One property of Misiurewicz polynomials is that every filled Julia set is dendrite, a onedimensional branching tree in the complex plane [18].

Figure 1.52. The filled Julia set for the Misiurewicz polynomial fi (z) = z2 + i.
Mathematicians like to use the term dendrite when describing these one dimensional connected
lines in the complex plane. Unlike the functions seen before, degenerate matings involving these
polynomials are difficult to represent graphically as the resulting geometry of a dendrite mated
with a dendrite can appear as a tangled up dendrite once the unbounded region is collapsed.
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Figure 1.53. Slow degenerate mating between fi and fi [3].
To solve this issue, we turn to a combinatorial process of mating involving Hubbard trees.
Definition 1.15. Let fc (z) = z2 + c be a Misiurewicz polynomial with the orbit set of 0 labeled P fc .
The Hubbard tree T c , is the minimum spanning tree of P fc on the dendrite K( fc ).
Example 1.16. Let fi (z) = z2 + i, the Hubbard tree for fi labeled T i is shown below:

K( fi )

Ti

Figure 1.54. Hubbard tree for fi
As shown in Figure 1.54, all the points on K( fi ) which fall into the critical orbit are marked,
and then edges along K( fi ) connect each critical and post-critical point. A branch point is added to
where three edges in our tree meet on K( fi ), and all other parts of K( fi ) which do not contribute to
the minimum spanning tree over K( fi ) are removed. The result is a familiar graph structure known
as a tree. Just like the filled Julia set, a Hubbard tree is equipped with a function f that moves
points on the tree to different points of the tree.
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Figure 1.55. Orbit of 0 on the Hubbard tree T i for fi .
Thanks to Mendel, we know the branching point is a fixed point. This allows us to also see where
paths on the Hubbard tree map.

Figure 1.56. Paths on T i and where they map under f .
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As shown above, we may define some path from one vertex to another and then have our Misiurewicz polynomial act on all the points within our path. For example, if we define the path from
the vertex −i to the vertex 0, we get the blue path shown in the top left of figure 1.56. Since we
know fi takes −i to −1 + i and 0 to i. Thus, under fi our path from −i to 0 is mapped to the red path
shown in the top left: −1 + i to i. If we define a strict path orientation and label each edge of the
Hubbard tree graph, we get the following figure and path table:

c

b

Path

Path under f

a

c

b

da

c

b

d

bc

a

d

Figure 1.57. Labeling for T i with path table.
Lastly, in this paper the Böttcher coordinate argument of each point will be more important than
their rectangular coordinate, from here on out, we will primarily refer to each point on a Hubbard
Tree by its Böttcher coordinate argument.
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Figure 1.58. Labeled and oriented T i with Böttcher coordinate argument labels.
Notice how the orbit portrait of 0 under fi is the same as the orbit for

1
12

and

7
,
12

the angles of the

external rays which land at 0.
/
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Mating Hubbard trees

Let us take a look at two of the same Misiurewicz polynomials fa and fb with fa = fb = fi . If
we observe the associated Hubbard tree for the two, T i  T 1/6 we get the following:
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T 1/6

1/6
1/3

2/7 1/7 1/12
4/7
7/12
T 1/6

1/6
1/3

2/3

2/7 1/7 1/12
4/7
7/12

2/3

Figure 1.59. Hubbard Trees of T 1/6 .
Note how both the critical point and branch points are multiply accessible since they are the landing
point of more than one external ray. The branch points are the landing point of external ray 1/7,
2/7, and 4/7; and the critical points are the landing points of external rays 1/12 and 7/12. The
remaining leaves of the tree are not multiply accessible and are the landing points of only 1 external
ray each. If we attempt to mate the two in a similar fashion as the Degenerate mating, we get the
following construction by adjoining vertices of opposing trees by the ∼degen relation, where one
may identify γ(t) with γ(−t). This results in the following construction:
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Figure 1.60. Pseudo-mating construction for T 1/6 and T 1/6 .
This gives us a peek at what a resulting mating may look like for a degenerate mating between
two Misiurewicz polynomials with the same critical orbit as T 1/6 . To refine this picture, we may
take a lift of each Hubbard tree, by finding the inverse of each path, and attaching new branches as
needed.

Figure 1.61. Hubbard Tree lift in action.
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Due to a neat self-similarity property of filled Julia sets of quadratic functions, the lift of a given
path in a Hubbard tree will have two copies except for the critical point of the tree. Thus, we can
expect to see two copies of the original Hubbard tree wedged together at the critical point to be our
lift. As a note, → ci denotes a point which maps to ci . Thus, f (→ ci ) = ci .

Figure 1.62. Lifts of T 1/6 .
Observing the orbits of paths on this tree, we find that the entire tree maps to a subset of the
lift, namely the original Hubbard tree.

Figure 1.63. Forward map of Hubbard tree lift.
If we attempt to mate the two lifts in just like our mating for the Hubbard trees, we get an even
more accurate construction of the degenerate mating between fi and fi .
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Figure 1.64. Pseudo mating for lifts of T 1/6 .
If we compare the two pseudo-matings, we can define what is called a finite subdivision rule
to simplify the lift steps and define an inductive process of generating finer constructions which
mimic degenerate matings.

Figure 1.65. Pseudo mating of T 1/6 with another T 1/6 and its lift.
Notice how there are two copies of the original Hubbard tree of figure 1.64 in the pseudo mating
pictured in figure 1.65.
If we use a combinatorial tool called a finite subdivision rule, we can use these two pseudomatings to create a set of instructions which can iteratively build back an approximation of mating
between two Misiurewicz polynomials. However, before we get to finite subdivision rules, we
need to give a brief description of the abstracted objects finite subdivision rules describe.
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1.9

CW complexes and and finite subdivision rules

Let us begin with a definition of a 2-dimensional CW complex
Definition 1.16. A 2-dimensional CW complex can be created using the following steps
1) Start with a set of vertices, X 0 , where each vertex is uniquely labeled.
2) Now create a set of vertices and edges, X 1 , by connecting two vertices by an edge where appropriate.
3) Finally, complete the 2-dimensional CW complex with the set of vertices, edges, and regions,
X 2 , by adding regions bounded by our edges added in X 1 . [7]

◦

Figure 1.66. Example 2-dimensional CW-complex
While [7] gives a definition which may be generalized to higher dimensions and exist outside
of a geometric context, the above definition will satisfy for the paper.
Definition 1.17. We say that a complex Y is a subdivision of a complex X if Y = X and each closed
◦

cell of Y is contained in a closed cell of X [18].

For the CW complexes we’ll be working with, this means the vertices of Y must be contained
somewhere in X, edges of Y must be a subedge in X or in a tile, and tiles of Y must be subtiles of
X [18].
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Example 1.17. Using our previous triangle CW complex X, we can define a subdivision Y on X
as the following
X

Y

Figure 1.67. Example subdivision of a CW complex.
As one may see, each vertex of Y is in X; each edge of Y is a subedge of X or in a tile of X; and
⋄

each each tile of Y is a subtile of X.

Finite subdivision rules allow us to precisely define process of subdividing of a complex into a
set of tiles which can then be subdivided further.
Definition 1.18. A finite subdivision rule R consists of the following three things:
1. A tiling. Formally, this is a 2-dimensional CW complex SR , called the subdivision complex,
with a fixed cell structure such that SR is the union of its closed 2-cells.
2. A subdivided tiling. Formally, this is a finite 2-dimensional CW complex R(SR ) which is a
subdivision of the above CW complex SR .
3. A continuous map gR : R(SR ) → SR for each cell in R(SR ) to a cell in SR which does not tear
any cell in the map. In simpler terms, this map gives tiles in R(SR ) a correspondence with tiles in
SR , thus defining how each tile subdivides.

◦

How one reads a finite subdivision rule is one compares a tiling, SR to a subdivision of that
tiling R(SR ) via the continuous map which gives the instructions of how each tile subdivides.
Example 1.18. Returning to our triangular CW complexes, we can see that our subdivision Y only
needs a map for each cell for us to derive the subdivision rule R. Let us define gR such that the
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tile regions r2 , r3 , r4 of R(SR ) map to r1 of SR , and the outside region r5 and the inner region r1 of
R(SR ) to r2 of SR .
R(SR )

SR

Figure 1.68. Example subdivision of a CW complex.
If we relabel the tiles of our CW complexes according to which tile of R(SR ) goes to which tile of
SR we then define the continuous map gR and get the following figure.
R(SR )

SR

Figure 1.69. Example subdivision tiles of a CW complex.
This allows us to clearly see how the A tile will subdivide to 3 A tiles and a central B tile, and all
⋄

B tiles will not subdivide anymore.
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2

All Quadratic Misiurewicz polynomials with few postcritical
points

2.1

Mating fi with fi with finite subdivision rules

Now we have the tools to derive the subdivision rule for our mated Misiurewicz polynomials.
Let us return to our pseudo mated Misiurewicz polynomial and the pseudo mated lift.
R(SR )

SR

Figure 2.1. Subdivision complex for mating T 1/6 with T 1/6 .
So far we have identified the 1-skeleton SR as well a subdivision of the 1 skeleton R(SR ), now
all we need is the map gR which tells us how each new region will subdivide. If we begin by
labeling all our edges in each complex, and labeling each node by where it falls in the postcritical
orbit of fi . For example, the orbit portrait
1
12

=

/ 1

7
12

6

( 2

/ 1 h
3

3

would become the following orbit portrait
⋆

/ c1

/ c2 i

)

c3

If the node is a branch point, we will label it with b as opposed to the angle of the three external
rays which land there.
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Figure 2.2. Labeling of paths on subdivision complex.
We can see where each path maps via the following table:
Path on R(SR ) Where path is mapped in SR
a, e

C

b, f

B

c, g

A

d, h

D

To see how this map works, we can define a tile on our pseudo-matings by defining a path loop
which keeps the entire region of the tile on the left of our path.
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R(SR )

SR

Figure 2.3. Tile paths for mating T 1/6 with T 1/6
‘
As one may observe, we have 4 tiles in R(SR ) which map to two tiles in SR . If we define a tile
by writing out the set of paths in a tile loop following the labeling convention given in Fig 2.2, we
get 4 path loops in R(SR ) corresponding to the four path loop outlines in Fig 2.3. If we then let
fi act on each individual path label in the loop using the table found in Figure 1.57, we get a new
loop in SR spelled using the convention given in Fig 2.2.

hg f¯dcb̄ −→ DĀ B̄DĀ B̄
dcb̄hg f¯ −→ DĀ B̄DĀ B̄
f eāc̄d̄ f eāc̄d̄ −→ BC̄CAD̄BC̄CAD̄
baēḡh̄baēḡh̄ −→ BC̄CAD̄BC̄CAD̄

Notice how the first two paths are the green loops, and the last two paths are the blue loops in
Figure 2.3. Let us label each tile pair on R(SR ) A for the green loops, and B for the blue loops, and
label where they map to on SR A and B respectively.
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R(SR )

SR

Figure 2.4. Tile labeling for mating T 1/6 with T 1/6 .
If we then turn to our subdivision complex to see how each tile of SR subdivides by R, we
observe the following:

Figure 2.5. T 1/6 self mating from a different perspective.
If we move SR a bit to resemble the shape of R(SR ), we can see that R should add two more
legs–one red and one black–to the outside tile. This turns the outside B tile of SR into 2 A tiles and
another B tile between them, and the inside A tile into a B tile in R(SR ).
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We can decompose tiles in R(SR ) and see how they subdivide under R. For the A tile we can
observe that R turns the tile into a B tile like so

Figure 2.6. A tile subdivision for T 1/6 mated with itself.
and for the B tile, R subdivides a B tile into two A tiles separated by another B tile.
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Figure 2.7. B tile subdivision for T 1/6 mated with itself.
This gives us the information needed to repeatedly subdivide a 1-skeleton as many times as we
please. This is done by identifying points along the border of tiles in Rn (SR ) by where they map to
SR via fin yd fin (z).
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Figure 2.8. Successive subdivisions on SR for the mating of T 1/6 with T 1/6
At the top of figure 2.8 we can see SR , and going down the list are iterations of R acting on the
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1-skeleton. To go from R(SR ) to R2 (SR ) we apply our subdivision rule to each tile of R(SR ) where
n
each tile of Rn (SR ) is identified by where it maps to on SR by f1/4 y f1/4
.

2.2

Finding all Misiurewicz polynomials with fewer than 4 postcritical points

After finding a finite subdivision rule for mating fi with itself we would like to find finite
subdivision rules for all Misiurewicz polynomials. To keep our search within a manageable range,
we will limit ourselves to Misiurewicz polynomials with less than 4 postcritical points. This can
be done by first finding all possible postcritical orbits there are for complex functions.
Theorem 2.1. The critical orbit of a Misiurewicz polynomial with fewer than 4 postcritical points
will be equivalent to one of the following

⋆

/ c1

/ c2 i

⋆

/ c1

/ c2

)

c3

(1)

/ c3
g

(2)

This is due to the fact that there are only 2 possible orbits for complex valued functions of
less than 4 postcritical points which have the critical point as preperiodic, a defining feature of
Misiurewicz polynomials [11]. We have already found the Misiurewicz polynomial associated with
the first critical orbit pattern, the angle of the external ray who’s landing point in a critical point for
the second Misiurewicz polynomial critical orbit if we want to find possible mating candidates. To
do this, let us make use of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. (Fraction Dynamics Theorem) For every t ∈ [0, 1) there are unique smallest integers
l ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1 and an integer a such that
t=

a
2l (2k − 1)

will have l preperiodic points and k periodic points in its orbit via doubling under mod 1. [9]
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With this theorem, we can see that for the second Misiurewicz polynomial orbit, we must set
l = 2 and k = 1, thus giving us the angle a4 . Via a process of elimination, we find a must either
be 1 or 3. Starting with 1, we can find an associated Hubbard tree with 1/4 as its first postcritical
external ray angle.
Using an algorithm described in [18] we find the Hubbard tree T 1/4 is the following.

Figure 2.9. T 1/4 Hubbard tree.
Since the orbit of our 1/6 Misiurewicz polynomial does not contain the complement of any
angle in 1/4, we may only mate T 1/4 with T 1/4 using Wilkerson’s first construction method.

Figure 2.10. T 1/4 mated with T 1/4 .
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Following our same finite subdivision rule construction method, we get the following subdivision of the pseudo mating for T 1/4 with T 1/4 .

Figure 2.11. T 1/4 on T 1/4 mating subdivision complex.
Therefore, we arrive at the following subdivision complex.

R(SR )

SR

Figure 2.12. Subdivision complex for T 1/4 mated with T 1/4 .
By setting gR = f1/4 y f1/4 , we can see that there are two pairs of ”color-swapped” tiles in
R(SR ) which map to one of 2 tiles in SR . Giving us a the following neat label convention.
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R(SR )

SR

Figure 2.13. Tile labeling for T 1/4 on T 1/4 complex.
If we look at how each tile subdivides individually, we get the following diagram for A

Figure 2.14. Tile A subdivision rule.
And turning to tile A
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Figure 2.15. Tile A subdivision rule.
Since 1/4 and 3/4 have the same angle doubling orbit portrait, mating the two with a copy of
their own Hubbard tree would result in equivalent finite subdivision rules. A natural question to
ask is what happens if we were to mate the 1/4 Hubbard tree with the 3/4 Hubbard tree. Sadly, this
is not possible as the Misiurewicz polynomials which have the 1/4 and 3/4 Hubbard trees do not
“tangle-up” when mating, and thus cannot produce the same jigsaw-puzzle-like spheres as shown
in Figure 1.51 and Figure 1.53 [13]. The same holds for any Hubbard tree who’s first postcritical
external ray angle is the opposite of its mate. Thus it is impossible to mate a 1/6 Hubbard tree with
a 5/6 tree as well.

3

Interpretation and further questions
These subdivision complexes provide a cartoon illustration which gives mathematicians a sketch

of the shape of what a polynomial mating between 2 simple Misiurewicz polynomials may look
like. If we refer back to the matings observed earlier, this is a significant improvement to the
tangled set of lines the degenerate matings give us.
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Figure 3.1. Degenerate mating of Douady rabbit and basilica polynomial [3]

Figure 3.2. Slow degenerate mating between fi and fi [3]
As one can see, in Figure 3.1 it’s fairly easy to believe this mating is creating a 2-dimensional
sphere, but in figure 3.2 it’s not as obvious why gluing together 2 1-dimensional objections should
produce a 2-dimensional object, let alone a sphere. By looking at the subdivision complex of the
mating in figure 3.2, the mating creating a 2-sphere is much more believable as each open tile
region will eventually be covered by a line segment after infinitely many iterations of R together
with the fact that the space in which CW-complexes sit is a 2-dimensional sphere.
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Figure 3.3. Labeling of paths on subdivision complex.
Also, in Wilkerson’s paper, there is a method of adding extra branches to Hubbard trees so as
to create a mating between two Misiurewicz polynomials which don’t have the required limbs to
form a mating via a canonical construction this paper uses. For example, one may generate finite
subdivision rules between a 1/6 Hubbard tree and a 1/4 Hubbard Tree by adding a limb to one of
the two trees which may allow for a pairing between postcritical endpoints of each tree.
An issue with this method of construction is the choice of what limb to add to which tree is
not unique and thus one may generate several finite subdivision rules for a single mating. One
possible way to resolve the ambiguity in this construction would be creating a “ranking” of finite
subdivision rules based on a measurement of each finite subdivision rule’s core entropy. One
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may think of core entropy as a measurement of how much information each iteration of a finite
subdivision rule reveals for a given map. By using this quantity to rank our finite subdivision rules,
we may be able to arrive at some ideal subdivision rule for a given mating, or show there is no
ideal subdivision rule for a mating.
To compute this quantity, one must first find something called an edge recursion matrix. This
is essentially an n × n matrix for the n edges in SR where each entry ai, j is equal to the number of
T
open edges in R(SR ) e j which map to ei under φR (our tile identification function) [12].
For the subdivision rule of fi y fi we find it has the associated edge recursion matrix.


0

1


0


1
AR = 

0

0


0


0
where row 1 is for edge R(SR )

T



0 1 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 1 0 0 0 0


1 0 0 0 0 0 0


1 0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 1 0


0 0 0 1 0 0 1


0 0 0 0 1 0 0


0 0 0 1 1 0 0

A and works its way down alphabetically to row 8 for R(SR )

T

D,

and column 1 is for edge A going down alphabetically to edge D for row 8.
We must then take the log of the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude in this matrix. This
is roughly 1.46, and if we take the natural log of this quantity, we will get the following for the
entropy of AR
H(AR ) ≈ ln 1.46 ≈ 0.37843643572
In a follow-up paper, it would be ideal for me to prove the entropy of a finite subdivision rule
has a minimum and maximum and where those bounds are for other constructions presented by
Mary Wilkerson. After finding these bounds, this would provide a blueprint for picking which
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limbs to add to which tree, based on the desired core entropy for a subdivision rule. This would
involve a more thorough investigation into core entropy based on its more formal derivation given
in [12].
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